
Veda Office Seating



Today’s workforce is drawn to  
well-designed workplaces featuring 
furnishings that accommodate  
both focus and collaborative work 
through choice. Well-appointed  
spaces with comfortable furniture  
and balanced aesthetics support 
human connection—keeping 
employees engaged, committed,  
and flexible as the workplace 
landscape evolves.

Veda™ by Daniele Gollinucci is a light-scale chair that  
lets people collaborate or focus in comfort. Like a 
ribbon, it is flexible yet supportive—flawless curvature 
and minimal mass. Veda conveys form and function, 
rooted in decades of Italian design heritage. 



Just Sit—That’s It

Veda seating offers essential 
comfort with simple adjustments  
in a design that supports you 
as you sit. Its one-piece mesh 
construction with patented hinge 
system provides synchronized 
recline for a comfortable sit.  
Veda fits a wide range of shapes  
and sizes to promote well-being  
for everyone at work. Flawless Curvature

With its minimal mass, Veda is visually light and elegant, complementing a 
space and drawing people in. The graceful design is open and light, flexible 
yet supportive. Veda conveys craftsmanship in design while communicating 
that an organization cares about its people, culture, and brand.



Blend and Balance

With two back options—mid-  
and high-back—plus two choices 
in tilt mechanisms, Veda is ideal 
for multipurpose applications, so 
people can collaborate or focus in 
comfort. Its approachable design 
blends and balances with an array  
of furnishings in touchdowns,  
private offices, conference rooms, 
and collaborative spaces. 

By Daniele Gollinucci 
Daniele Gollinucci comes from a family business 
rooted in Italian craftsmanship traditions and 
meticulous attention to details. His seating con-
cepts center around modern design based on 
harmony, aesthetics, and reliable mechanics—
all linked together by high functionality. 



Design Choices

Veda seating is offered in a uniform color palette with 
monochromatic finishes, presenting a practical seating 
choice for any workspace. Finish options include Black  
or Gray trim; Black, Dark Gray, or Light Gray mesh;  
and a plastic or polished base.



Invest in Business Success 

As organizations grow and evolve, changing  
business strategies and employee needs  
impact space design. Haworth is your trusted 
partner to help align people and space for  
optimal performance.

To learn more, visit haworth.com/veda.
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